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The thinning and rupture of aqueous surfactant films on silica is investigated using the interferometric
technique and free bubbles, which approximate flotation more realistically than the captive bubble method.
Different rupture mechanisms are observed at different pH values for aqueous films of dodecylamine on
silica, explaining the pH dependence of quartz flotation using amine. While at low pH rupture is accompanied
by the breaking off of a large drop in the center and subsequent formation of large irregular drops, at high
pH ruptured spots grow to large circular drops.

Introduction
Rupture of thin liquid films between liquids, gases, and
solids plays a governing role in determining the stability
of bubbles and droplets in foams, emulsions, froths, and
even biological cells.1-5 Behavior of liquid films on solids
is particularly relevant to many processes such as
detergency and froth flotation of minerals. While much
work has been done on the rupture of liquid films6-8 and
aqueous films on solids,9,10 very little has been done on
the films of surfactant solutions on solid minerals, even
though the rupture of these films is the critical step that
determines the efficiency of processes such as flotation.
In this paper, we have investigated the rupture mechanisms of aqueous films of dodecylamine on quartz.
Materials
The silica substrate, nitrogen gas, and potassium chloride are
the same as described elsewhere.12 The surfactant used was
dodecylamine hydrochloride (CH3(CH2)11NH2‚HCl) from Eastman Kodak Co. The pH of the surfactant solutions was adjusted
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using ACS reagent grade KOH, supplied by Amend Drug and
Chemical Co., and 0.1 N HCl, supplied by Fisher Scientific. The
pH of all the surfactant solutions was checked before and after
the experiment.
The silica and the Teflon cell cover housing the silica plate
were cleaned before every measurement using an elaborate
stepwise procedure considered to be an improvement over a
previously used method.11 The efficacy of our cleaning procedure
is demonstrated12 by stable films obtained at salt concentrations
higher than those obtained previously.11

Methods
In the free bubble method used in this study, the gas bubble
is allowed to rise due to buoyancy until it contacts the solid.9,12
Therefore, this method approximates flotation and other thin
film processes much more realistically than do captive bubble
experiments, in which the gas bubble is gently pressed against
the solid substrate.11,13-16 The bubble is generated by pushing
purified nitrogen with the help of a syringe through a capillary
lying below the surface of the silica test slide. The behavior of
the bubble was monitored with the help of a microscope lying
above the slide. The slide along with the cell was washed
repeatedly with chromic acid and alcoholic potash to ensure the
complete removal of any organic contaminants. The apparatus
along with the experimental procedure is described in detail
elsewhere.12,17

Results and Discussion
The study of the effect of amine on the characteristics
of thin aqueous films is important because of its widespread use as a collector for quartz flotation. Flotation of
quartz using dodecylamine depends on such variables as
amine concentration and solution pH, which govern
surfactant adsorption and surface tension.25 Flotation
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Figure 3. Irregular film (after 2 days) (1 × 10-8 M DDA, pH
∼ 5.6).

Figure 1. Quartz flotation compared with surface charges and
contact angle as a function of pH (10-5 M DDA).

Figure 4. (a) Peripheral rupture. Note central drop breaking
off (1 × 10-6 M DDA, pH ∼ 5.6). (b) Formation and growth of
large, irregular droplets (1 × 10-6 M DDA, pH ∼ 5.6).

Figure 2. Film thinning and formation of droplets (1 × 10-8
M DDA, pH ∼ 5.6).

begins at 5 × 10-5 M amine and is maximum at pH 10.5
for all amine concentrations. Around pH 10.2-10.5, the
amine molecule and the ammonium ion exist in equal
amounts.26 It has been hypothesized27 that they exist as
ion-molecule dimers along with monomers in solution at
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that pH. Flotation is maximum due to the high surface
activity of the dimer complex. Complexation decreases
repulsion between the ammonium ions because of shielding by the amine half of the dimer. The adsorption of amine
on silica at a concentration of 10-5 M has been determined
as a function of pH.28 Below the point of zero charge (pzc)
of silica (pH ∼ 2), no adsorption occurred. Adsorption
gradually increased until pH ∼ 5 as the number of negative
sites on silica increased. Adsorption remained constant
until it rose to a maximum between pH 10 and 11.5 and
then dropped to zero by pH 12. Results obtained for surface
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tension26 show that the 4 × 10-4 M amine solution exhibits
a minimum at a pH of 10.2.27
The attachment (flotation) of bubbles to particles can
be attributed to two basic characteristics of the thin film:
the film rupture and the advance of the contact angle. In
Figure 1, the flotation of quartz particles (Chew29) is
compared with the surface charge (Schulze30) and contact
angle for ruptured films for 10-5 M DDA over a range of
pH values. While electrostatic force is not the only force
leading to the rupture, it by far has the predominant effect.
It is clear from Figure 1 that, in the high pH range where
flotation is increasing, the electrostatic impetus toward
rupture does decrease, while the contact angle increases
considerably. At low pH, however, it appears that the
opposite is true. The contact angle rises only slowly, while
the surface charge effect increases, although to a lesser
extent because of a reduction in the silica surface charge
with increasing surfactant adsorption. Flotation of quartz
with DDA at low pH is attributed to electrostatic effects,
although the contact angle must be large enough such
that the bubble is not dislodged by agitation.
This apparent difference in the predominant force
governing attachment at low and high pH leads one to
suspect that the rupture characteristics of the thin films
may be different at low and high pH. Therefore, the film
rupture mechanisms of amine films on quartz at high and
low pH were studied using the free-bubble method.
Before presenting the results, it will be useful to review
the following observations made by Shelukdo31,32 for soap
films but equally applicable to aqueous films on silica: (i)
Thick films will always have a convexity in the center.
This is known as a dimple. (ii) Upon thinning of the film,
the convexity decreases, and at small thickness, the film
appears to be plane-parallel. (iii) Upon further thinning
of the film, either a stable film will form or the film will
rupture when it reaches a critical thickness. After rupture,
either the gas will spread on the surface or a very thin
film will form. This film is white and corresponds to black
films formed by soap films.7
At very low concentrations of DDA stable films are
formed at all pH values. When 10-8 M DDA is reached,
the film continuously thins, droplets appearing on its
surface (Figure 2). After 2 days, the film appears as a
ruptured film (Figure 3), actual rupture never having
occurred.
As the concentration is increased, actual rupture occurs.
At low/natural pH (∼5.8), this manifests in what we term
peripheral rupture (Figure 4a), in which an area on the
periphery of the film ruptures and instantaneously begins
to expand around the edge of the film. When the two ends
meet (this has just occurred at the top in Figure 4a), a
central drop is broken off. As the edge expands to reach
the final contact angle, this large drop migrates to the
center of the ruptured film followed by the formation and
growth of large, irregular droplets (Figure 4b), in agreement with previous observations of Schulze33 and Aronson
and Princen.11
The characteristics of rupture are different at high pH
(∼10.5) as shown in Figure 5a. This type of rupture, which
we call spot rupture, begins with the formation of ruptured
spots at the periphery which grow, meet each other
breaking off a central drop, and finally expand as a single

Figure 5. (a) Spot rupture (1 × 10-6 M DDA, pH ∼ 10.5) at
time (1) 0 s, (2) 5 s, (3) 20 s. (b) Formation and growth of circular
droplets (1 × 10-6 M DDA, pH ∼ 10.5).
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If the concentration of the cationic surfactant is
increased (above the cmc), stable films are once again
formed (at natural pH). This is attributed to the formation
of a bilayer adsorbed at the silica/solution interface. Figure
6 shows a stable film formed in 2 × 10-2 M DDA solution
at pH 5.6 with spontaneous dimple formation. In earlier
studies11 with another cationic surfactant, stable films
have been observed at concentrations above the cmc.
Summary

Figure 6. Dimple formation (elapsed time ∼ 10 min) (1 × 10-2
M DDA, pH ∼ 5.6).

edge to reach the final contact angle. As at low pH, droplets
form and grow but are circular in shape (Figure 5b).
The differences in rupture characteristics can be
explained on the basis of the previous observations on
flotation. At low pH, the predominant force is electrostatic,
and once a spot is ruptured, since its edges are closer to
the silica surface, it expands rapidly as the two interfaces
are strongly attracted. At high pH, however, this attraction
is not as strong and the first hole formed does not expand
over the whole film. Instead, many spots have time to
form, their expansion and the final rupture being due to
the contact angle advance.

The rupture characteristics of thin dodecylamine films
on silica are markedly different at low and high pH, when
observed at concentrations below the cmc. At low pH,
rupture occurs due to a large central drop breaking off
followed by the formation of large irregular droplets. At
high pH, on the other hand, many ruptured spots form,
gradually growing into larger circular droplets. The
marked pH dependence of quartz flotation using amine
is accounted for by this difference in mechanism.
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